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Abstract. The Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) belong to class of productive systems in which the main
characteristic is the simultaneous execution of several processes and sharing a finite set of resource. The process is
defined as being a sequence of steps or activities. These activities are established a priori as being activities of
transformation and/or transportation in which the aggregate value of the product or a service rendering if increases by
each concluded activity. The FMS belongs to a class of Discrete Events Dynamic Systems (DEDS). The discrete state
of these systems evolves when the events occurs, in other words, the occurrence of event causes an abrupt state
transition in the system. Nowadays, the FMS must attend the demand of the market needs for personalized products.
Consequently the product life cycles tends to be shorter and a greater variety of products must be produced in a
simultaneous manner. Thus, the flexibility is an important factor of the FMS to execute with effective and efficient form
their functions. The FMS efficiency is one of the more important factors studied by the researchers. The aspect of the
processes optimization involves three questions: (i) the access to the new technological resource, (ii) the optimization
of the resources allocation and (iii) the need to updating of the control system every time arises a demand of a new
product or new service rendering. The main objective is improves the overall capacity of the plant. As a result, it is
very important the control of such systems considering the optimization of the resources allocation. In previous work
was presented the case study that involves one instance of each resource and the systematization of the resource
control design. In this work will be presented a case study of multiple instances of resource in FMS, and an
improvement of the algorithm to find the closed wait cycles with adjacency list representation, and present the new
algorithm for generation of the control additional rules for avoid deadlock in FMS.
Keywords: Flexible manufacturing systems, Petri net, discrete event dynamic system, deadlock avoidance, system
control.
1. INTRODUCTION
The Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMSs) must attend the demand of the market needs for personalized products.
Consequently the product life cycles tends to be shorter and a greater variety of products must be produced in a
simultaneous manner. The FMSs are integrated systems of computer numerically controlled machine tools, an
automated material handling system, distributed buffer storage sites and a computer supervisory controller for
monitoring the status of jobs, part routing and machine job selections (Stecke, 1986; Lewis et al., 1998). The FMS is
characterized by the simultaneous execution of several processes, sharing the same set of resources. The FMS belongs
to the class Discrete Events Dynamic Systems (DEDS) (Ho and Cao, 1991; Cassandras, 1993), consequently, the
properties such as indeterminism, conflict and parallelism are present in this kind of systems. Besides, the dynamic
behavior of FMS is based on the occurrence of events, which causes an abrupt transition from one discrete state to
another. In FMS, the control of a single process is relatively simple: It should guarantee the sequence of the activities
(or stages). However, in a production system with simultaneous execution of several processes and sharing a finite set
of resources, the systems may eventually “die”. That is called deadlock or deadlock state (Banaszak and Krogh, 1990;
Viswanadham et al., 1990; Cho, 1993, Kumaran et al., 1994). This phenomenon occurs when the flow of processes is
permanently interrupted and/or when the activities of the processes can not executed. The deadlock occurrence in FMS
is due to the four conditions (Banaszak and Krogh, 1990; Cho, 1993; Fanti et al., 1997; Santos Filho, 2000a): mutual
exclusion, retention while waits, no preemption and circular wait condition. The deadlock will occur if all four
conditions are true at same time. Thus, it is enough guarantees that at least one of the conditions above is never
satisfied. In a FMS, the first three conditions can always occur, that is, two or more processes cannot use the same
resource simultaneously and only the process that allocates a resource can release it. Consequently, the retention occurs
while the process waits for the available resource. Therefore, circular wait condition remains as the condition that can
be controlled.

There are three basic approaches to deal with the deadlock problems (Fanti et al., 2000; Santos Filho 2002):
Deadlock detection and recovery: detect deadlock occurrences and restore the systems operations with
recovery procedures;
(ii)
Deadlock prevention: prevents circular wait conditions using offline strategies;
(iii)
Deadlock avoidance: prevents deadlock situation applying online policy control of resource allocation.
Several works propose solutions to board the deadlock problem through a policy control of resource allocation
(Banaszak and Krogh, 1990; Viswanadham et al., 1990; Cho, 1993, Kumaran et al., 1994; Fanti et al., 1997; Fanti et
al., 2000; Santos Filho, 2000a; Hsieh, 2000; 2002). The implementation complexity of these methods is proportional to
the complexity of the system (Edmonds, 1995), and it may become unfeasible due to the great computational effort
required. Another important aspect is related to the resources allocation control. Banaszak and Krogh (1990) considered
a class of PN model and proposed the Deadlock Avoidance Algorithm (DAA) for FMSs with concurrently competing
process flows. The DAA allows an event to take place when certain resource conditions are satisfied under the current
systems state, in which the proposed control policy is sufficient for avoiding deadlock. Viswanadham et al. (1990)
proposes the implementation of deadlock prevention by using the reachability graph on Petri net models and proposed
the algorithm for real-time controller using the deadlock avoidance method in Petri net-based model. In Banaszak and
Krogh (1990) and Viswanadham et al. (1990) the control of the processes and the control of the resources are handled at
the same level. Fanti et al. (1997) proposes control strategies to be applied to the resources control using the graphtheoretic framework. They introduce two types of digraphs, named working procedure digraph and transition digraph.
In another paper (Fanti et al., 2000), the authors present the connections between the graph-theoretical approach and
Petri net models to deal with the deadlock problems in FMS with deadlock avoidance method. Banaszak and Polak
(2002) present a study of relationship between system resource capacities and an initial state with priority rules
allocation in sequential cyclic processes. Basically, a control policy is established that restricts a process entering a
buffer and the influence of initial state with priority rules allocation to the buffer capacity. Ezpeleta et al. (2002)
propose an extension of the Banker’s algorithm with a class of Petri nets model, called S*PR, able to deal with the
deadlock problems in sequential resource allocation systems (S-RAS) with routing flexibility and the use of multiple
instances of different resources per activity. Moreover, Ezpeleta and Recalde (2004) propose the deadlock avoidance
approach in nonsequential resource Allocation systems (NS-RAS). This approach is based on partial reachability graph
and Petri net models with an adaptation of the Banker’s algorithm in flexible part routing. To solve the problem, the
authors transform the control of a NS-RAS into the problem of controlling a S-RAS. In Hsieh (2000), the author
proposes a framework for generating a deadlock avoidance control synthesis algorithm by using the controlled Petri net
model, called controlled assembly Petri net (CAPN) model. The algorithm analyzes the liveness conditions,
vulnerability and reconfigurability of CAPN for dealing with the addition and removal of processes, as well as
identifying the possible fragile part in the manufacturing systems to provide robustness to them. Moreover, the same
author (Hsieh, 2002) presents a model for conflict resolution and control of Holonic Manufacturing Systems (HMS)
based on cooperative agents. The modern manufacturing system requires being adaptive to deal with dynamic situations
such as changes of product specifications, machine breakdown, emergency orders and other kinds of disturbances. In
this context, the holonic manufacturing systems were proposed to deal with dynamic changes in these systems. Hsieh
(2002) presents a multi-agent framework to reorganize the available resource to achieve the production goal and an
effective coordination mechanism to resolve agents conflict situations. The HMS consists of resource holons, product
holons, and order holons, in which the interactions between agents are described by a graph theoretical model. This
model is called collaborative commitment graph to represent the collaborative network among the agents. The author
proposed the conversion of collaborative networks into Petri nets, called collaborative Petri nets (CPN). Santos Filho
(2000a; 2000b) proposed the deadlock avoidance method for FMS based on the partition of the control system into two
levels of control: (i) Control of processes and (ii) Control of resource. The author uses the resource allocation graph
(RAG) (Cormen et al., 2003) and the enhanced mark flow graph (E-MFG) (Santos Filho, 1995; 2000a, 2000b) to model
the system control of FMS. The E-MFG is an extension of mark flow graph (Miyagi, 1996) and deduced from the Petri
nets model (Peterson, 1981; Reisig, 1985; Murata, 1998). This structure enables the process control through a restriction
model that determines how the resources should be allocated during the process evolution by the resource control rules.
Adopting the same control structure of Santos Filho (2000a; 2000b), Nakamoto et al. (2002a) presented the algorithm
for determination of circular wait condition in RAG, called circular wait loops (CWL). In Nakamoto et al (2002b) was
presented the algorithm for determination of the resources allocation rules (additional rules of control) and in Nakamoto
et al. (2003a; 2003b; 2003c) was introduced the systematization of the project of the production system control with one
instance of each resource.
This work aims to introduce the utilization of another data structures to represents a RAG model and the respective
algorithms for determination of CWL and the generation resources allocation rules for avoid deadlock in FMS with
multiple instances of resources.
(i)

2. DESIGN THE CONTROL SYSTEMS OF FMS
The difficulty of modeling the system control of FMSs is the number of reachable state that can be exponential.
Such problems depend on the number of processes, resources and other variable of the manufacturing systems. The
complexity is the property of representation in which the global behavior is hard to be formulated even when all
information about the components and their interrelations are provided (Edmonds, 1995; Palazzo and Castilho, 1998;
Calinescu et al., 2000). In other words, the complexity is a property that the models when certain behavior is imposed
on FMS (Santos Filho, 2000a). Imposing a behavior for a single process is relatively simple, because it involves only
the guarantee of the sequencing of the predetermined activities of the process. In a global context, it is not possible to
determine the behavior of the system in a purely sequential manner. The complexity of the global process in FMS is due
to two levels of indeterminism (Santos Filho, 2000a):
(i)
Indeterminism regarding time: It is not possible to determine when a certain event is going to occur;
(ii)
Indeterminism regarding the sequence of events: It is not possible to determine which event precedes another.
That situation is due to the execution of simultaneous processes sharing a finite set of resources. Consequently,
it is not possible to prescribe the system behavior as a whole since several processes are executed
simultaneously.
The controller design adopted in this work is based on three fundamental aspects (Santos Filho, 2000a):
a) The restriction models, i.e., it is not possible to determine all reachable states of the system but it is possible to
avoid the undesirable state;
b) The anthropocentric control systems (Ito, 1991), i.e., the human element participates in the requisite specification,
development, implementation and monitoring and, whenever necessary, executes actions which interfere in the
dynamics of the system;
c) The partition of the control system into two modules: Control of processes (CP), responsible for control of the
sequencing of activities of the processes, and, Control of Resource (CR), responsible for managing the utilization
of the resources by the processes.
Basically, the CR monitors the stages of the processes regarding the utilization of resources according to resource
allocation policy (set of additional control rules). Both control modules have distinct semantics, i.e., the CP request to
CR the utilization of a certain resource. If this resource can be allocated, the CR changes the resource status, thus, the
resource can not be used by other processes, and, the CR sends an authorization to CP indicating that the resource is
available to be allocated. The CR and CP is generated of the following form (Nakamoto et al. (2003a; 2003b; 2003c):
 Obtaining the individual RAG of each process (Fig. 1a);
 Obtaining the global RAG from the individual RAG (Fig. 1b);
 Determining the CWL;
 Generating the Control Rules;
 Generating the E-MFG from global RAG and (Fig. 1c);
 Inserting the Control Rules (Fig. 2);

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1 Example of individual and global RAG.
In figure 2 show the architecture of the control system and the communication of CR and CP with inhibitor arcs of
E-MFG.
3. DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHM
The computational resources are fundamental tools in several systems for accomplishing the data processing, data
storage and the control execution. According Ziviani (2004), the development of the computers program is basically
built with the data structure and the algorithms. The form in which the data will be processed depends on the

representation of these data. The computational evolution allows the access for faster processors and a larger storage of
data with reduced costs. These facts allow the complex data structure implementation and algorithms, which before
were unfeasible. In this section will be introduced the data structures adopted for determine de CWL and of the
additional rules of control.

Figure 2 The architecture of the Control System.
3.1 Determination of CWL
The Resource Allocation Graph (RAG) is an unmarked directed graph (Cormen et al, 2003) which represents the
resource allocation of the processes in FMS. The RAG G = (R, A) is a non empty set of resources (nodes) R = {r1, r2,
r3, …, rn} and set of ordered pair of arcs A. An arc aij = (ri, rj), were ri and rj are elements of R. The RAG is used to
determine the condition of CWL. For example, in Figure 2a presents an example of RAG with three CWLs: {r1, r2, r4
and r3}, {r1, r4 and r3} and {r1, r2, r5, r4 and r3}.
In this work is presents the representation of a RAG G = (R, A) using the adjacency-list (Cormen et al, 2003)
instead of the adjacency matrix proposed in Nakamoto et al. (2002a). The adjacency list consists of an array Adj of |R|
lists, one for each resource in R. For each r ∈ R, the adjacency list Adj[r] contains all the resource adjacent to r in G.
In Figure 3 presents an example of adjacency matrix representation and adjacency list representation.
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Figure 3 Example of RAG (a), the adjacency matrix (b) and adjacency list representation (c).
When the adjacency list is given by tabular form, this representation is denominated Star (Drozdek, 2002), in which
it can be direct (ForwardStar) or inverse (ReverseStar). The Figure 4 introduces the direct and inverse representation of
the example RAG in Figure 3.
The great advantage of the utilization of the adjacency list representation is regarding the complexity of the
algorithm, in comparison to the adjacency matrix adopted previously. While the adjacency matrix has the complexity of
Θ(R2), the adjacency list has the complexity of Θ(R+A) (Cormen et. al, 2003; Drozdek, 2002; Ziviani, 2004),
consequently, the adjacency list representation allows a better performance of computational processing time to
determine the CWLs in RAG.

The algorithm executes a depth-first search (Cormen et. al, 2003) in an adjacency list of RAG (searching CWLs).
Basically, the strategy is to search the most depth in the RAG. The resources (nodes) are explored out of the most
recently discovered which still has unexplored arcs leaving this resource. When all the adjacent arcs are explored, the
algorithm returns to the predecessor node and explores the rest of adjacent resource not yet explored. A CWL is found if
the discovered resource was visited previously. The Figure 5 presents the proposed algorithm and the auxiliary
functions.
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Figure 4 Examples of ForwardStar and ReverseStar.

Figure 5 Algorithm for CWLs determination in an adjacency list of RAG.
A CWL is discovered when the algorithm finds a resource visited previously. Then it verifies if CWL was
discovered previously before inserting in the list of CWL. The algorithm uses the auxiliary data structures to find CWL
and insert in the list: data structure stack and status vector of resource.
3.2 Determination of Control Rules of Resource Allocation
The following notation will be used to determine the control rules of resource allocation:
PC : Number of resources used by the processes which belong to the c-th CWL;
QC : Total capacity of available resources of the c-th CWL.
The control rules are deduced from the list of CWLs. Based on flow-in-suppression deadlock avoidance policies
(focused pre-deadlock condition), for each CWL, the algorithm calculates the capacity of available resource. The predeadlock condition is characterized when just one resources is available and the others resources are occupied by
processes that will stay in CWL. The rules inhibit the entrance of the processes in CWL, i.e., the last available resource
can not be used for avoid the deadlock situation (Fig. 6a). The algorithm creates “IF... THEN...” type production rules.
The condition “IF” describes the pre-deadlock conditions. The action “THEN” prescribes the inhibition action of the
entrance of new processes in the cycle (Fig. 6b). The pre-deadlock condition depends on the information of the CR
states in real time, i. e., which resources are being used by which processes. The algorithm uses an adjacency list of
RAG (ForwardStar and ReverseStar) to identify the processes, which belong to CWL and the respective entrances of
these processes in the cycle. The figure 5c presents the algorithm to deduce the additional control rules.

•
•

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The main objective of this work was to introduce the new data structures to represents a RAG model and the
respective algorithms for determination of CWL. The great advantage in use the adjacency list is regarding the
reduction of the time to algorithm execution. The algorithm is based on depth-first search in adjacency list
representation of RAG. The generation of resources allocation rules to avoid deadlock situation in FMS with multiple
instances of resource. Basically, the flow-in-suppression deadlock avoidance policies are adopted. The next stage of this

works is the implementation of computational tools using these data structures and the algorithms. Another important
aspect is regarding the effect of the control rules in consecutive cycles.

Qc − Pc = 1
a)
b)

IF (Qc − Pc = 1)THEN (a IN2 = false and a IN1 = false)

c)

Figure 6 The pre-deadlock condition (a), example of control rules (b) and the algorithm to deduce the rules (c).
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